ABSTRACT We continue our previous work on dynamic "intrinsically random" systems for which we can derive dissipative Markov processes through a one-to-one change of representation. For these systems, the unitary group of evolution can be transformed in this way into two distinct Markov processes leading to equilibrium for either to-+ Xo or to--ox. To lift the degeneracy, we first formulate the second principle as a selection rule that is meaningful in intrinsically random systems. For these systems, this excludes a set of unrealizable states. As a result of this exclusion, permitted initial conditions correspond to a set of states that is not invariant through velocity inversion. In this way, the time-reversal symmetry of dynamics is broken and these systems acquire a new feature we may call "intrinsic irreversibility." The set of admitted initial conditions can be characterized by an entropy displaying the amount of information necessary for their preparation. The initial conditions selected by the second law correspond to a finite amount of information, while the initial conditions that are rejected correspond to an infinite amount of information and are therefore "impossible." We believe that our formulation permits a microscopic formulation of the second law of thermodynamics for well-defined classes of dynamical systems.
Introduction
The second law of thermodynamics has on the macroscopic level two distinct aspects: The first is a "negative" aspect limiting our manipulations of matter (impossibility of a perpetuum mobile of the second kind, etc.). As a result of this limitation, there appears an arrow of time on the macroscopic level. The second aspect of the second law is a "positive" or "constructive" one postulating the existence of entropy that tends to a maximum at equilibrium.
Is it possible to incorporate these two aspects into the frame of classical dynamics and to formulate the second law of thermodynamics on the microscopic level?
We (with B. Misra) have shown (1) that, for highly unstable classical dynamical systems, there exists a nonunitary equivalence between the unitary group of operators governing the evolution of the distribution functions and Markov processes described by the strictly contracting semigroup. For such dynamical systems, the deterministic dynamics can therefore be transformed into a stochastic markovian process simply through a "change of representation" that involves no loss of information. We called such systems intrinsically random. The importaace of nonunitary transformations is stressed in our earlier work in connection with the foundations of nonequilibrium statistical mechanics (2) .
However, because of the time reversibility of the dynamic motion, it seems at first that there would always exist two changes
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of representation, one leading to a strictly contractive semigroup corresponding to approach to equilibrium for t -+ +00 and the other for t -X.
How can this degeneracy be lifted?
In a recent paper, Misra and Prigogine (3) presented a few qualitative remarks concerning this problem, writing "The physical origin of the symmetry breaking in question is a limitation on physically observable states. Such a limitation comes, in the first place, from (strong) instability of dynamical motion as a consequence of which the concept of phase space trajectories ceases to be physically meaningful and the physically realizable states of the system need to be described in terms of (Gibbs) distribution functions. But Finally, the selection rule is also related to the entropy associated with states. As we will show below, the entropy associated with dilating fibers is finite while that associated with contracting fibers is infinite. To realize a distribution on contracting fibers, one needs an infinite amount of information. This is due to the fact that any small error in the knowledge of the contracting fibers will be exponentially amplified and infinite information is necessary to describe this type of initial condition. The exclusion of contracting fibers has therefore a physical meaning.
It will be shown elsewhere that similar considerations also apply to large systems involving an infinite number of degrees of freedom. In the case of distributions p satisfying f p2dp <+0, fl(Vo W1) is identical to the entropy, which has been introduced in the work of Misra and Prigogine (7) . n(Vp, W1) = f Pop log Pop dI, [4.6] where Po is the projection onto the subspace L? (Wo) 5 Le This results from the above proposition.
The entropy fl(v, W1) is now the extension to all probability distributions of the entropy (Eq. 4.6) previously introduced for p E L2. It is now a selector of the initial conditions as it satisfies the following requirements: (i) [1(v, to) = +00 for all distributions v concentrated on the contracting fibers and phase points,
(ii) ft(v, Wo) < +0 for distributions concentrated on the dilating fibers, (iii) i(Vt, 2W1) is decreasing to zero for any vO such that 1i(it, Wo) < +0, and (iv) if fk(vo, Wo) < +00, then Vt tends § Recall that xw0 is the measure on WO given by the relation vlwo(E) = v(E) for any E E Wo.
Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 80 (1983) to equilibrium ji as t -* +oo. i and ii express the fact that the information needed to realize a distribution on a dilating fiber is finite while the information needed to realize its velocity inverse is infinite. As soon as this entropy is finite, it tends monotonically to the entropy of the equilibrium in the future and, more important, this implies that the initial distribution will tend to tk as t -) +00 (property iv).
Classical K systems are generally considered as nondeterministic ergodic systems mainly on account of the strict positivity of the K-S-entropy. However The point we want to emphasize is that our transformation has to act on the set of states selected by the second law, which contains, in addition to the set of states of type, which is invariant by the time inversion, a class of states that is not timeinversion invariant and compatible with dynamics. The A transformation is essentially the extension of the transformation A previously constructed in L . The selection rule on the set of initial conditions therefore becomes a selection rule between the two possible semigroups of Markov process.
Transition to a Markov process
We consider a classical dynamical system (F, W, St, ,u) realized as a group of automorphisms-at (see Eq. 1.3) on the set of all probability measures (or states) on (F, 2). Such a systemis called intrinsically random and intrinsically irreversible if it meets the following conditions. (A) There exists a class of states + that has the properties (i) C is physically realizable, (ii) the velocity inverse (S = V ( is not physically realizable, (iii) at(+ C C +, and (iv) a tends to ,u for t --+oo but at(-does not. (B) There exists a one-to-one affine transformation A on a subset W of states that contains V but may not contain (-, with the following properties (i') A maps a state into a state; (ii') A is oneto-one; (iii') atS5+ C Sl+ and at~b+ tends to ,u for t-3 +00; (iv') Aatv = WI'Av for any v cE W, where W* is a semigroup of a Markov process associated with a transition probability P(t, sw, E)-i.e., if v = A v then, (W%*v)(E) = f rdi'(w)P(t,w,E) [5.1] for any E E W and (v) AvP is absolutely continuous with a density At verifying a be theorem-i.e., l(Pt) = rjtlog ptdA [5.2] decreases monotonically and tends to zero as t --* m.
As emphasized in the Introduction, singular measures concentrated uniformly on finite or countable numbers of dilating fibers play the role of A+ for K systems. Let Qbl be the set of all measures v satisfying [5.3] Using the results of Section 4 shows that a measure of this class has absolute continuous restriction to Wi with density pi.
Let Si be a sequence of positive numbers such that >2j8, = 1.
We can show that I8ipi converges to an integrable function p.
We can now introduce A as follows:
A:vE 2+ Av = vwith (Av) (E) =PdW. [5.4] We have shown that the operator W, defines a transition probability of a Markov process with P(t, w, E) = (Wt 'pE) (w), [5.8] where pE is the characteristic function of the subset E.
If we consider a measure v of 21), we can show the following relation:
(A atv) (E) = f (Wt pE)(w)Ao() dA [5.9] for all E E 1. Since Av, is absolutely continuous with density Pt, we have (A atv) (E) = |f du. [5.10] The family W, is a semigroup of contracting positivity-preserving operators on L', and its adjoint on L' is W*. Eqs. 5.9 and 5.10 therefore imply that At = W:' po 26' is then the subset of 26, such that I Aolog podA < [5.11] +00. [5.12] Physics: Courbage and Prigogine fl(v,%j) < +00 (i= ...,-1)0,+l).
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Mathematical details of the proof of the above properties will be published elsewhere. We want to show here, as an example, that the singular distributions uniformly concentrated on one dilating fiber in the case of the baker's transformation are of finite entropy (Eq. 5.12). Because of the following inequality folog9o f p2 dL -1, [5.13] it is enough to show that fr p2di < +0. This will be verified in the Appendix.
The A transformation has a surprising property: it appears as a regularization of a class of singular measures that become, through a change of representation, absolutely continuous and satisfy a We theorem.
Of course, another A transformation can be constructed for t < 0; nevertheless, it acts now on LY. Again the selection rule lifts the degeneracy.
Conclusions
We believe that we have presented in this paper a rigorous formulation of the second law on the microscopic level.
It may appear unexpected that we need singular measures to introduce the second law. This comes from the fact that we want to make a sharp distinction between measures that are permitted and measures that are not. Of course, even a regular function close to a contracting fiber will require such a high information content that it will be practically impossible to realize it for a given state of technology.
Our interpretation of entropy is quite close to the traditional one as it expresses, finally, the information content of a nonequilibrium measure in respect to the equilibrium measure. In this sense, it is a natural extension of conventional information theory based on the use of Markov chains. The new element is the transition from dynamics to Markov chains and therefore the dynamical interpretation of information theory.
It should, however, be noted that the popular interpretation of entropy as expressing an improbability and not an impossibility (see, for example, ref. 10) can be viewed in a new light. It is as the result of the exclusion of classes of initial conditions in highly unstable systems that the probabilistic interpretation of dynamics becomes possible. In a sense, our approach puts the usual interpretation of entropy upside down.
Also in this perspective, the classical distinction between initial conditions and dynamical laws loses much of its meaning. Indeed the nonequilibrium entropy, which is a function of the dynamics of the system, permits us to associate to each initial condition a measure corresponding to its "information content." This shows once more how much a description of nature including the second law of thermodynamics deviates from the classical dynamical description (see, for example, ref.
11). Appendix
The o-algebra of Borel sets of the baker's transformation can be described as follows:
Let QP be a partition of F formed by two rectangles Po = {w E r:p < 1/2} and P1 = {w:p > 1/2}. B"QP will denote the partition {B Po, BnP1}. The intersections of the form A":::::i+k. WI) finite, but also the stronger one, namely, fk2(v, 2t) = lim f12(v, V B'QP), [A.3] where I2(v, 9l) is given by substitution of Ix12 for ¢(x) in Eq. The property of monotonic decrease of An+1/Ak and the d'Alembert test ensure the convergence. Therefore, | polog po do < +Xo. On the other hand, one easily sees that f12(P', Vn B'P) = 2m+1 and therefore f2(v', WlO) = +oo, as we stressed in the proposition.
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